Public Administration
PADM 601 PRINCIPLES PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3)
R 0600PM 0700PM OFCPM STAFF

PADM 607 PUBLIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3)
W 0600PM 0700PM OFCPM STAFF
MAJORITY RACE

PADM 609 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3)
14255 Section CBO
M 0600PM 0700PM OFCPM CASEY, J

PADM 621 ORG BEHAV & MGMT GOVT (3)
18873 Section CBO
R 0600PM 0700PM OFCPM CAVU, C

PADM 650 PRINCIPLES NONPROFIT MGMT (3)
14381 Section CBO
M 0600PM 0800PM OFCPM CARGO, R

PADM 656 FUND DEVLP FOR NONPROFIT SECTOR (3)
13432 Section CBO
W 0600PM 0800PM OFCPM PENN, M

PADM 680 EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP (3)
14383 Section CBO
R 0600PM 0800PM OFCPM GARDNER, O

PADM 697 DIRECTED RESEARCH IN PADM (3)
12925 TBA
TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

School of World Studies
Anthropology
ANTH 449 INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS (3)
14826 Section CBO
M 0600PM 0700PM OFCPM NAUMANN-MONTI, C
SAME AS MUL 538 AND LING 445
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

International Studies
INTL 493 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES INTERNSHIP (1)
13441 Section CBO
M 0600PM 0800PM OFCPM LUCIENDA, J

Spanish
SPAN 491 TOP: INTRO SPAN FOR MED/CL PROFIN (1)
10761 TBA
M 0600PM 0800PM OFCPM FAINBERG, M

College of Humanities and Sciences
Forensic Science
FRSC 101 GENERAL CHEMISTRY LAB (1)
12779 Section CBO
0800AM 1130AM OFCPM SAUNDERS, C
SAME AS CHEM 101

FRSC 591 TOPICS: FOREARMS & TOOLMARKS (3)
14849 Section CBO
B 0200PM 0300PM OFCPM STAFF
MAJOR OR HONORS ONLY
CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

FRSC 591 TOPICS: MICROSCOPY LAB (1)
14681 Section CBO
1 0200PM 0300PM OFCPM STAFF
GRADUATES STUDENTS ONLY

FRSC 591 TOPICS: MICROSCOPY (2)
14682 Section CBO
1 0200PM 0300PM OFCPM STAFF
GRADUATES STUDENTS ONLY

FRSC 591 TOP: MICROSCOPY LAB (1)
14683 Section CBO
W 0200PM 0300PM OFCPM STAFF
GRADUATES STUDENTS ONLY

FRSC 677 EXPERT TESTIMONY IN FORENSIC SCI (3)
12779 Section CBO
M 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM MARENE, P
SAME AS CHEM 101

Humanities and Sciences
HUMS 101 SP TOP: VOYAGER TRAINING K-2 (1)
13121 TBA
1900AM 2000AM OFCPM WAGNER, R
CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

Linguistics
LING 449 INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS (3)
13080 Section CBO
M 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM NAUMANN-MONTI, C
SAME AS MUL 538 AND LING 445
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

Military Science
MILS 301 MILITARY SCI & LEAD: LEAD & PROB (3)
10888 Section CBO
W 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM TORRES, R

MILS 401 MILITARY SCI & LEAD: LEAD & MGMT (3)
13888 Section CBO
TR 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM NAUMANN-MONTI, C
SAME AS MUL 538 AND LING 445
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

Physiology
PHYS 101 WONDERS OF TECHNOLOGY: ONLINE (4)
14822 Section CBO
TBA
TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

PHYS 201 GENERAL PHYSICS I (4)
14821 Section CBO
M W T R 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM HERR, S
SAME AS CHEM 101

PHYS 201 GENERAL PHYSICS I (4)
14820 Section CBO
M W T R 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM HERR, S
SAME AS CHEM 101

Psychology
PSYC 600 COUNSELING PRACTICUM (2)
15222 Section CBO
TBA
TBA GALLUP STUDENTS ONLY

PSYC 700 MS THESIS (3)
15231 Section CBO
TBA
TBA DANISH, S

Sociology
SOCI 600 THEORIES OF SOCIAL CHANGE (3)
13456 Section CBO
R 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM BRYANT, N
SAME AS CHEM 101

Statistics
STAT 508 INTRO TO SOCIAL STATISTICS (3)
16144 Section CBO
W 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM TRISCARR, R
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

School of Arts
Art Education
ARTE 591 TOP: THEMATIC ARTS EDUCATION (3)
13083 Section CBO
T 0800PM 0900PM OFCPM STAFF
USE REQUIRED. SEE T10118 IN ROOM OF BOOK CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

Arts
ARTS 552 INDIVIDUAL PROJECT/FIELDWORK (V 1-4)
10885 Section CBO
STAFF

Crafts
CRAF 591 SP TOP: CERAMICS (3)
11883 Section CBO
TBA
KIM, H
CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

USE REQUIRED. SEE T10118 IN ROOM OF BOOK

School of Business
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
FIRE 316 PRINCIPLES OF REAL ESTATE (3)
13779 Section CBO
R 0700PM 0800PM OFCPM SMITH, B

FIRE 330 REG ASPECTS SAFETY & RISK CONTROL (3)
13784 Section CBO
M T W 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM MCDONALD, R

FIRE 621 CASES IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3)
13784 Section CBO
M T W 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM HOFFMAN, M

FIRE 622 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS (3)
16720 Section CBO
W 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM DOWNES, D

School of Education
Administration and Supervision
ADMS 609 PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION (3)
1053 Section CBO
R 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM COBB, B

ADMS 601 PROCESSES OF INSTRUCT LEADERSHIP (3)
1053 Section CBO
W 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM EPPE, B

ADMS 601 PROCESSES OF INSTRUCT LEADERSHIP (3)
1053 Section CBO
R 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM WILSON, V

ADMS 604 PRINCIPALSHIP SEMINAR (3)
1053 Section CBO
R 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM CASSADA, R

ADMS 605 ORG THEORY/STRUC & CULT IN EDU (3)
1053 Section CBO
M W TH 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM STAFF

ADMS 605 ORG THEORY/STRUC & CULT IN EDU (3)
1053 Section CBO
M W TH 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM LAUREN, E

ADMS 605 ORG BEHAVIOR & CHANGE IN EDU SET (3)
1053 Section CBO
W 0800AM 0900AM OFCPM STAFF

USE REQUIRED. SEE T10118 IN ROOM OF BOOK CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION
VCU Schedule of Classes

ADM 610 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS (3) 13501 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
ADM 611 SCHOOL LAW (3) 13501 Section CB R 04:00PM - 05:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
ADM 620 IMP SCHI PRCG & PERFORM (3) 13501 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
ADM 640 PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE (3) 13501 Section CB TBA BOSHER, W CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
ADM 641 SCHOOL PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION (3) 13501 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
ADM 672 INTERNSHIP (3) 13501 Section CB TBA MAUXIL, C CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
ADM 701 DEV & IMPLEMET ADMIN POL IN EDU (3) 13501 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION

Counselor Education

CLED 610 GUIDANCE IN LEM & MIDDLE SCHOOL (3) 16806 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
CLED 621 SECONDARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE SEMINAR (3) 16806 Section CB M 09:30PM - 10:45PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION

Early Childhood Special Education

ECSE 601 ASSESSMENT & YOUNG CHD WDS (3) 11801 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
ECSE 603 PRGM MGT.COLLAB & SERVICE COORD (3) 11801 Section CB M 09:30PM - 10:45PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION

Educational Studies

EDUS 605 CHILD ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT (3) 11901 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
EDUS 651 TOPICS: ISSUES IN EDUCATION (3) 11801 Section CB TBA PHILIPSEN, M CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
EDUS 660 RESEARCH METHODS IN EDUCATION (3) 11801 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
EDUS 661 RESEARCH METHODS IN EDUCATION (3) 11801 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
EDUS 959 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (3) 11801 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION

Emotional Disturbance

EMOD 501 TCHNG STUDENTS W/E MOTION DISTURB (3) 12001 Section CB M 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
EMOD 501 TCHNG STUDENTS W/E MOTION DISTURB (3) 12001 Section CB TBA BARTON, R CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION

Interdisciplinary Developmental Disability Studies

IDDS 600 INTD STD DEV DS TEAMWORK:SOCWK (3) 13501 Section CB R 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
IDDS 600 INTD STD DEV DS TEAMWORK:SOCWK (3) 13501 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
IDDS 600 INTD STD DEV DS TEAMWORK:GENETICS (3) 13501 Section CB M 02:00PM - 03:15PM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION

School of Engineering

Computer Science

CMSC 504 COMPLR CONSTRUCTION (3) 14601 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
CMSC 511 COMPUTER GRAPHICS (3) 14601 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION

School of Social Work

SLVN 601 HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN SOCIAL ENV (3) 15534 Section CB R 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 601 HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN SOCIAL ENV (3) 15534 Section CB T 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 601 HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN SOCIAL ENV (3) 15534 Section CB W 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 602 POLICY, COMM & ORG PRACTICE (3) 15534 Section CB R 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 602 POLICY, COMM & ORG PRACTICE (3) 15534 Section CB T 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 602 POLICY, COMM & ORG PRACTICE (3) 15534 Section CB W 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 603 SOCIAL WORK & SOCIAL JUSTICE (3) 15534 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 604 SUNK PRACT W/INDIV/FAM & GRP (3) 15534 Section CB R 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 604 SUNK PRACT W/INDIV/FAM & GRP (3) 15534 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 604 SUNK PRACT W/INDIV/FAM & GRP (3) 15534 Section CB W 09:00AM - 10:15AM CRF 120 CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 605 FOUNDATION INSTRUCTION I (3) 15568 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 606 FOUNDATION INSTRUCTION II (3) 15568 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 606 FOUNDATION INSTRUCTION II (3) 15568 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
SLVN 606 FOUNDATION INSTRUCTION II (3) 15568 Section CB TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT REMAINING LOCATION
Service-learning courses extend the boundaries of the classroom into the community so that students can get first-hand experience applying the knowledge of the course to real-world challenges. Students participate in community service projects and then reflect on their activities in the classroom so that they can better understand the course material and needs of the community. For general information on service learning visit http://www.vcu.edu/colleges/servicelearning or contact Daphne Rankin in the Office of Community Programs at (804) 827-8215. For more information on any of the service-learning courses listed below please contact the instructor/departments directly.

College of Humanities and Sciences

L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs

CRJS 491 TOP: YOUTH IN CORRECTIONAL SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 904 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM 12600 Section 901 T 09:15AM - 10:30AM 12600 Section 901 W 11:15AM - 12:30PM 12600 Section 901 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM 12600 Section 901

GEOG 303 WORLD REGIONS WS- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

School of World Studies

INTL 303 WORLD REGIONS WS- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2104 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2104

RESL 340 GLOBAL ETHICS & REL- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2104 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2104

RESL 340 GLOBAL ETHICS & REL- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2104 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2104

SPAN 503 SPAN 503- TRANSLATION SERV LRN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2104 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2104

College of Humanities and Sciences

ENGL 200 HONORS: WRIT & MENT WORKSHOP II (3) 11740 Section 901 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

HUMS 391 TOP: SCI ED URBAN UE- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

PHYS 291 TOP:OUTREACH-RICH ELEM UE SERV (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

Psychology of Aging- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

Psychology of Aging- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

School of Allied Health Professions

GRFY 602 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

School of the Arts

CARD 418 DESIGN CENTER: PRINT MEDIA-SL (2) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

School of Education

HEPES 291 TOP: MENT HS ED-SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107

NURS 345 NURSING OF CHILDREN- SERV LEARN (3) 11740 Section 901 T 12:30PM - 01:45PM BURNS 2107 M 09:15AM - 10:30AM BURNS 2107